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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on an alternative paradigm for music education and its developing
research structure. The Music Education Program of the Australian National University's (ANU)
School of Music revolves around shared, altruistic music making through what is known as the
Music Outreach Principle. The focus in this approach is on the intent embedded in the music
making, rather than the skills that are traditionally defined as 'progress' in musical development.
The intent of each music maker is to encourage the music making of others through singing
and/or instrumental engagement. The Program does not define a particularly methodological
approach, and differs from structures proposed by Kodaly, Orff, Suzuki or other more recent
educators who have tackled the widespread lack of sustained musical engagement from childhood
to adulthood. Rather it defines a philosophical position that prioritises the development of the will
to engage, and engage others. In effect, through shared engagement each participant becomes
both a music maker and a facilitator of the music making of others, regardless of skill level, age,
disability or, indeed, any other form of exclusion. To date, the Program has trained 450 teachers,
works annually with over 15,000 children, and provides up to 50 'outreach' style events each year.
The Music Education Program, while now part of the federally funded research-intensive
ANU, has always been funded by the Australian Capital Territory Government for service to its local
community. This funding has not, historically, had a research component. Nonetheless, what might
be seen as a handicap has aided the development of not only a different paradigm for music
delivery in schools and the wider community, but a different research paradigm as well. In
particular, the Program has developed a form of practice-led research that may be said to occupy
the 'middle ground' between academic output, often not accessed by teachers, and the traditional
forms of school-based practice and professional development. At the same time, the ACT
Government and the ANU, in the lead-up to Canberra's centenary in 2013, are now collaborating in
an expansion of the Music Education Program's research paradigm beyond its local arena to make
the practices and findings of the Program available more widely. The mixed model research
involves developing means of identifying and tracking mass engagement across an entire
community, while providing deep, descriptive case studies in a range of different institutional
settings that personalize the approach for individual and environment
This paper sets out the principal features of the Program within the context of its
developing research paradigm and provides a potential framework for uniting theory and practice
in a way that is of immediate value to general classroom teachers who are often called upon to act
as music educators with little or no confidence or skill base.
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1. The Music Education Program and the Music Outreach
Principle
The Music Education Program at the Australian National University's School of Music
operates across the entire educational and community sector on the basis of a very simple
philosophy called the Music Outreach Principle. This Principle can be described in more or less
detailed ways, but a simple sentence captures the essence of the Music Outreach Principle in a
way that is understandable and applicable by anyone and everyone, from a young child to the
most advanced musician: I make music in order that others will make music for the mutual benefit
of all. The conscious intent of participants is to make music, generally but not exclusively through
singing, simply so that others will be inspired to join in, with everyone sharing in the benefits of
music making in whatever ways those benefits may be defined. The Music Outreach Principle can
manifest itself in any number of ways: it is not an activity, it is an intent. Every music-making
situation can be a music outreach situation, depending on the aspiration of its participants.
Situations in which the Music Outreach Principle can be applied may include from teacher
to student in a school classroom; between students of different ages and skill levels, including
special education students; between generations beyond the school gate via, for example, a
retirement home for senior citizens, from community members to teachers and students; and so
on. An example of a ‘classic’ outreach situation is where a group of students with their teacher may
visit a nursing home to make music with the residents. They do not stand as a choir, but move
around the room individually and in small groups, making close personal contact with the
residents. They sing songs the residents know and activate the individual music making of each
person in any way possible, including both singing and movement.
In this model of music making, everyone can engage both as music maker and music
facilitator at the same time, regardless of age, musical expertise or experience, in a very personal
way. The most important 'skill' in the interactions is quasi-musical but also highly social: that is,
the degree of 'tuning in' or empathetic communication with the 'other' involved in the personal
interaction and with all the 'others' present. It is this idea of 'giving out' one's own music while
'taking in' the music of the other that allows the personal sharing of music making to occur in very
large, multi generational, multi-skilled groupings as well as one-on-one.
The Music Outreach Principle resists categorisation in musical, educational and research
terms, which has assisted its development since it is not limited by any particular goals. For
example, in musical terms, the Music Outreach Principle has developed through applying an idea
that has a social imperative at its core. It includes a musical element that is of great importance but
is, at the same time, non-essential. We can reach out empathetically to others without the use of
music. The music making functions as a way of encouraging both engagement in music but also
engagement between people: an empathetic, connective bridge of joint singing.
In educational terms the Music Outreach Principle contributes to the school system but sits
outside of it, thus gaining some immunity from the regulatory forces at work in that system. It
provides more music making in ACT schools (impacting approximately 15,000-20,000 thousand
children and their teachers per year, as well as community members) than any other single
program, but has no mandated outcomes, activities, or assessment for teachers or students. Its
flexible operation allows for a wide dissemination which now includes a range of groups outside
the school system, providing bridges between these different educational and social groups. While
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it can and does develop musical and educational skills through its well-formed curriculum, that is
not its primary agenda.
The Music Outreach Principle is a theory with a strong practice base, but one that is
designed to resist codification or pigeonholing. It is not based on any particular educational or
music educational method, such as Kodaly or Orff, although it allows for those practices to be used,
albeit from a perspective that is different from the original intention. While various practices have
developed to support the Music Outreach Principle, the Program in which it was developed, the
Music Education Program, does not offer a standard ‘method’ or highly structured lesson plans. It
offers examples of practice which are closely aligned with theory and require an understanding of
the underlying philosophy. In this way, the Music Outreach Principle provides strong guidance for
teachers and other facilitators with multiple levels of skills and confidence, without limiting
anyone’s ability to engage.

2. Distinguishing features of the approach
The Music Outreach Principle was not designed to ‘solve’ any particular musical or social
‘problem’. In some ways, examples of its application can seem, at least on the surface, to replicate
other approaches to music making and music learning. There are differences which can be
summarised as follows, and described in more detail below:
•
•
•
•
•

A social, not musical, intent
A focus on altruistic sharing of music
The importance of choice
Increasing inclusivity by removing judgement
Developing a different model of the ‘expert’

a. A social, not musical, intent
The Music Outreach Principle is built around a social intent that does not eschew skill
development but does not prioritise it. This approach is in contrast to much music education and
music engagement, even that which is designed to be non-professional.
One of the recognised problems in music education is separating the perceived needs of
the many from the perceived needs of the few. Davidson and Scutt (1999, p.84) illustrate the
dilemma from the professional point of view when quoting a teacher who says:
I don’t like pushing people into exams because then you’re going to kill what they like
doing about music. The trouble with children is that you don’t know which ones are going
to turn into total “I’m going into the music business” people or those who are not…so
you’ve got to teach them all according to the proper syllabus, in case they turn around at
fifteen and say “I want to go to music colleges.” If you’ve got someone who doesn’t work
at all at ten, you don’t know what to do.

It is likely that only a small percentage of those who take up instruments will want to play
professionally and an even smaller number who will succeed in earning a living that way. Despite
this, much of the system for all students has developed around the model of musical excellence
which can be seen as a Virtuosic Mountain and, indeed, has been portrayed as such last century
(see Fig 4).
The problem of providing for both specialist technical expertise and the average person
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who wants to make music is widely acknowledged in the literature (Barenboim, 1977, p. 43; Covell,
1977, p. 3; Schafer 1973, p. 5; Fletcher 1991, p. 64). Schafer, for example, (1973, p.4) says that ‘the
genius syndrome in music education often leads to debilitation of confidence for more modest
achievements.’
While the dilemma is recognised in music education literature, commentators often exhibit
signs of what one writer calls an ‘identity crisis’ (Austin 1990, p.45). Enoch (1977), for example,
writes that ‘an enormous number of children throughout the world stop learning the piano’ and
she hypothesises that ‘it is…possible that the average lesson is geared too much towards the
talented pupil, requiring an early discipline that is too remote from the ordinary child’s vision of its
own future ability’. However, later in the article, Enoch asks the question, ‘How can piano pupils
best use their music?’ She answers:
They should, of course, learn to play the pieces to the highest possible standard for their
own satisfaction, understand their musical content and be able to memorize them but,
alongside this, it will be most useful if they can become good and sensitive accompanists
for choirs and dancing classes, and sensitive chamber music players. This, in turn, will
necessitate their being really good sight readers, and it will be an asset if they are able to
transpose at sight as well. They should be able to play by ear so that they can pick out a
tune on the keyboard that they have heard to which they can add a simple bass part so as
to be of use in a friendly singsong. They should be able to improvise and create music for
their own pleasure (Enoch 1977, p.34) [my italics].

This catalogue, we must remind ourselves, is offered in contrast to what would be expected
of a talented pupil.
The advocacy movement, according to some writers, may not necessarily help this problem
of providing for the few potential professionals while also catering to the musical lives of the many.
As Myers writes:
Our response to cutbacks and eliminated programs has been to drum up political and
commercial support for the status quo, thus largely circumventing issues of relevance
between school music and music in the larger society.

Myers cites a range of prominent figures, including Reimar, who, he argues, sees school
music as irrelevant to fostering lifelong musical interest and involvement.
It is not difficult to find passages in the academic literature that reveal the conflict for music
educators between trying to promote music’s general importance, while emphasising achievement
goals and the role music plays in helping other subject areas. Thus the cycle is continued with few
inventive solutions and a repeated refrain across the years. By removing the central importance of
skills, the Music Outreach Principle offers a different conceptualisation for engagement based on
the idea of social, altruistic engagement.

b. A focus on altruistic sharing of music
Despite a volume of literature relating to altruism, there is still relatively little on children
and altruism and even less on the altruistic use of music (Garber, 2004), whether with children or
otherwise. While, on the one hand, Eisenberg (in Frohnmayer 1994, p. 26) writes, ‘The social
significance of this field of investigation [altruism and children] cannot be over estimated'; on the
other hand Kottler (2000) believes the field is understudied because ‘compassion and altruism] are
qualities difficult to define, measure and teach’ (p.3).
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The International Encyclopedia of Social and Behavioral Science (Smelser, 2001, p.416)
defines altruism in a series of steps relating to action:
1. Altruism must entail action.
2. The action is goal orientated.
3. The goal must be to further the welfare of another.
4. Intentions count more than consequences.
This description accords well with the social/altruistic use of music in the Music Outreach
Principle, particularly with regard to the idea of intent.
The literature draws a connection between altruism, described by Mautner (1996) as ‘the
benevolent concern for the interests and welfare of other persons’ (p. 335) and empathy, which
Eisenberg & Strayer (1987) define as the ‘sharing the perceived emotion of another – “feeling
with” another (p. 5). This connection is made because 'empathy (or sympathy) mediates pro-social
behaviour’ (Wispe, 1978, p. 10) and ‘many writers consider empathy to be the chief motive for
altruism’ (p. 127). Research in the Music Education Program includes critical incidents that
highlight observed empathetic changes in students, particularly those who may not often show
such behaviours (Garber, 2004; West, 2007).
The Music Outreach Principle allows for a simple way of engaging positively with music
without the need for judgment of outcomes that can negatively affect the music maker (West,
2007). It allows the individual to tap into the positive influences we generally associate with music
making (Spychiger, 2001; Thackrey, 1974; Koga, 2001; MENC, 1991; Freeman, 2002). At the same
time, the individual is exposed to the positive effects known to arise from 'helping' behaviour (R
Ornstein and Sobell, 1989; Luks, 1988). While this effect can be positive for all participants, the
notion of turning the 'helped' – be they the aged, the frail, the 'at-risk', the socially challenged, or
those with disabilities - into the 'helper' may contribute to countering some of the problems such
individuals face. Research in the Music Education Program has shown the importance of these
changes for 'at-risk' students and adolescents in general (West & Garber, 2004).

c. The importance of choice
Perhaps nothing is odder in music education than the discrepancy between the averred
importance of music as a means of personal fulfilment and the extent to which the individual is
denied personal choice. Sloboda (1999, p.458) suggests that the idea of music-making as simply
enjoyment or personal fulfilment is ‘a strange, almost reprehensible concept in many people’s
minds’. Pitts et al (2000, p.54) write: ‘Ultimately the most important factor in children’s musical
instrument learning is their own enjoyment and satisfaction, and it is perhaps surprising that
relatively little attempt has been made to explore this important area’.
Finney (2003, p.3), among others, makes the point: ‘We know very little about what pupils
think of their music teachers, of the way in which they are taught, the ways in which they think
music might be taught in school and what meanings they give to their school music lessons.’ Reid
(2001) and Rife et al (2001) agree that studies of children’s experiences are rare, and Rudduck
(2002), who has done significant research in the area of student choice in general, concurs. She
quotes an Australian, Holdsworth (p.129), who points to the huge body of evidence supporting
student consultation and participation in a range of areas, but not in music, where choice would
seem to be of particular importance. She cites Ben Levin (p.132) who ‘has pointed out that the fear
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of students as “revolutionaries” bent on undermining the system, is mostly unfounded’.
One way personal choice is denied children is through the use of systems that prescribe
progress, ostensibly in the interests of the child. The doyen of Australian music education, Doreen
Bridges (1988, p.53), talks about the ‘product’ taking ‘precedence over the process’ in music
education. Bridges argues that some methods are 'closed', in that they rely on fixed repertoire with
fixed sequencing, or are designed to lead to a particular economic outcome for the method's
distributor (i.e. purchase of a particular instrument such as electronic keyboard).
The education system and the music education advocacy movement also champion
approaches that are sequential, designed to produce particular musical outcomes that are deemed
important or necessary. Sell (1988) argues that ‘a separate corpus of music composed for
educational purposes is a distinctively Western idea…’ (p.139). Wilson and Roehmann (1990, p.xv)
agree: ‘Collections of songs composed by adults on subjects that adults believe are important and
relevant to the child’s world [are] abundant’. Swanwick (1999) complains of the same problem:
‘There are not two classes of music: one for adults, drawing rooms and concert halls, the other for
children and schools’ (p.128).
Other researchers point out that the attitude we have towards children and music could be
flawed. Campbell (1998, p.190) writes that ‘children’s musical expressions do not always fit the
adult conception of some universal progression of forms from simple to complex … (Blacking,
1992)’. Marsh (1992) refers to the Yugoslavian ethnomusicologist Elly Basic who
discusses the misconception that children’s folkloric material is intrinsically simple, and
adheres to the principle that a progression from easy to difficult as conceived by an adult,
may be quite different from that as experienced by a child (p. 137).

In more recent times Lucy Green’s (2005, 2008) pioneering work has contributed to new
approaches to music education which embed more student choice and student control in the
process. Educational approaches based on her work have perhaps taken stronger hold in the UK,
rather than elsewhere, but there is always the danger, too, that embedding of informal processes
in the formal educational curriculum may result in a form of ‘buy back’ into the problem. That is,
the formalisation of otherwise informal processes.
The need for method and sequencing becomes all the more puzzling if the research quoted
by Colprit (2000) is true:
A number of investigations have examined the effects of teaching methodologies on
student performance achievement in beginning classes… In all studies, the results indicate
no significant difference in student performance achievement (p.206).

Such a finding, particularly if in more than one study, should surely give us pause.
In instrumental teaching, a focus on a methodology of any sort belies what should be the
obvious advantage of the individual lesson: that they are, in fact, individual. Rostvall and West
(2003) make the point that individual tuition is seen as important in order to give individualized
tuition but that most lessons are taught the same. The individual nature of lessons does not
promote choice for the child but an opportunity for the correction of individual problems.
Writers considering the needs of adults in relation to music lessons highlight the need for
consultation and engagement (Rife, 2001; Johnson, 1996), yet there is still little evidence of regular
choices being given to students, particularly in class music settings.
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Choice in the Music Education Program includes allowing each individual to make a decision
about whether to engage at all and, if engaging, what sort of content each would prefer.
As Rudduck suggests, such an approach does not result in anarchy, particularly when
combined with a basic social/altruistic intent shared by all participants. Choice is mediated through
three basic mechanisms:




Group discussion and democratic principles
Personal, individual choices: collected e.g. via survey
Developing a 'climate of choice' that includes respect for the opinion, skills and
attitudes or everyone present.

These all form part of the basic feedback model of the Music Education Program which is
described in more detail below.

d. Increasing inclusivity by removing judgement
The idea of inclusivity in music is one where the contradictions inherent in our 'talk' and
'walk' become even more apparent. It is difficult to find any writer who does not accept the basic
musicality of the human species as a given; yet much writing on the idea of increasing and
sustaining mass engagement is imbued with a sense of fear of what this may do to 'standards.'
The literature also notes, with varying degrees of approval:
…two parallel and apparently contradictory streams emerging in contemporary education.
One is the imposition of prescriptive National Curriculum Guidelines or Standards; the
other is the growth of ad hoc education projects initiated fairly unsystematically by freeenterprise agencies working outside of the formal educational framework (Swanwick 1999,
p.132).

Schafer, speaking from an earlier time, makes a similar point which still has relevance in
more modern times. He talks about:
…[the] disappointing tendency particularly in America, to substitute impossibly high
standards with none at all. The introduction of pop music into the classroom is an example
of this slovenliness, not because pop music is bad, but because it is more of a social than a
musical phenomenon (1973).

The contrasting ideas of music as a standardized and, therefore, an assessable part of
education and music as a popular, community or un-judgable part of society creates divisive
opinions that seem to suggest an unbridgeable gulf. One writer went so far as to suggest that the
two basic and seemingly opposite approaches to music-making are part of the far-from-extinct
class struggle: Peggie (2004) writes: ‘Basically there are two attitudes: everyone can do it – let’s all
join in; and make a commitment if you want to achieve further mastery. In other words, jam today
versus no pain, no gain’. While this summary has some validity, he goes on to say, possibly
expressing something of his own social prejudices here, that ‘the first attitude is typically working
class – instant gratification. The second is typically middle class – deferred gratification’.
Peggie cites the negative side of community music activities by describing them as ‘an
endless loop of joining in activities which ultimately lead nowhere and can be sustained only by a
constant supply of first time participants’. This view accords with Swanwick’s, above, regarding the
‘ad hoc’ activities supplied in schools by outside agencies. Peggie then suggests that the other side,
traditional music education, is ‘extraordinarily efficient’ via the exam system, at getting
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…everyone in the country up to grade 5 level on an instrument…but the downsides are
that potential students too often have to forsake the sheer physical and aural pleasures of
making music (however crudely) for a commitment to a repetitive regime and a set of
culturally biased intellectual standards. No wonder people give up after a year or so.

The literature shows evidence of the struggle between more involvement and ‘standards’.
While the legislation of standards is put forward as a way of improving music education, other
writers see greater involvement as possibly affecting these standards and often seem to feel a
need to apologise for this anticipated step down the Mountain. Paynter (1976) for example, talks
about the need for teachers to come to terms with their role in schools for the sake of the majority
with the implication that this attitude means lowering standards. Robert Schenck (1989), in an
article entitled ‘Above all learning an instrument must be fun’, quotes the American Suzuki Institute
website:
In the past making music ‘fun’ meant setting lower standards. In the Suzuki approach,
while children do have fun, it is not at the expense of excellence. … If children learn to play
well, they will enjoy it. We enjoy anything that we do really well (p.33).

Ruth Wright (1998, p.74), in discussing a ‘holistic approach’ to music education, likewise
equates greater access with a general lowering of standards: ‘this may mean we have to accept
what Small (1980) describes as 'a lowering of standards in skill acquisition for the all-round
development of music experience as the prerogative of all' (p. 211). Thus, even Small, the
originator of the idea of ‘musicking’ and the champion of the cause of the ‘communality’ of music,
himself felt the need to address a question he thought music educators might raise. Standards are
only seen as relating to skill acquisition i.e. the development of technique. Lose some skills in the
search for music for all, and standards are lowered.
A similar dichotomy with a slightly different emphasis is expressed by writers like Max
Cooke (1967, p.32), that is, the idea that what we are really discussing is the different training
required by professional and amateur:
The most troublesome feature of music education in Australia, seems to be linked with our
unwillingness to differentiate sufficiently between the training needed for a prospective
professional musician and that most likely to foster a lifelong love of music in a prospective
amateur.

One may ask why fostering a lifelong love of music is something that should happen to the
amateur but not to the prospective professional. Presumably the future professional loves music so
much that a regime that would kill the amateur’s love forever will not have a similar effect on the
prospective professional. This attitude aligns well with the view of the music teacher quoted
above, that the approach needed to allow for the student to become a musician if he/she later
chose this career option, would kill the love of a lesser committed individual. Cooke’s idea
encounters the perceived problem previously raised: that ‘prospective professionals’ need to start
so young that they are not in a position to make a decision themselves, thereby making it
necessary to do the same with all. At the same time, we could question whether this attitude even
works for prospective professionals when the argument often rages as to whether there is work for
the many professionals exiting tertiary institutions each year (Le Couteur, 1995; Foreshew, 1997).
We see in examples like that from the Suzuki Institute, above, the embedded idea that
there is a relationship between excellence and enjoyment. It could also be noted, in relation to
Schenck’s article, that while on-going involvement is listed as one of his desired outcomes (1989,
p.12), ‘fun’, although in his article’s title, isn’t there at all. In Peggie’s analysis of the status quo,
there seems little to choose between that approach based on passing judgment and the approach
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based ostensibly on not doing so. The end result is that most give up. But why is it so? Is it really so
clear that a ‘have a go’ approach, which presumably could be (although possibly isn’t) less
judgemental has to be limited to a once-only experience for participants? Is it really so clear that
participatory music-making for all must be cruder and non-developmental? Why do we seem to be
so attached to the idea of seeing progress as related to judgement about progress – as part of an
uphill slog?
In the Music Education Program several ideas combine with a notion not so much of
inclusivity as lack of exclusivity. Choice is vested in each individual to engage or not engage. There
is no attempt to include everyone since everyone is already included by virtue of being human and,
therefore, capable of musical engagement. More importantly, no-one is excluded. The intent to
support the music making of others means that everyone willing to engage is helped to engage as
he/she wishes; supporting the engagement of others, to whatever extent is comfortable for each
individual, is part of the choice made by those engaged and helps support the learning of the
helper as well as the helped. Since everyone is both helper and helped, there is no distinction
between these two roles.

e. Developing a different model of the ‘expert’
In general, music education relies on the idea of musical expertise as the most important
factor in identifying those qualified to create more musical experts. The Music Education Program
model focuses on a different type of expertise, one within the grasp of everyone: that is, the
development of skills related to a particular attitudinal stance, rather than level of skill.
Lehmann (2002) makes the point that one of our problems with 'art' music is not that we
don't take it seriously enough, but that we take it too seriously. Other writers show this idea of
serious music relating to serious skills. For instance:
Music exists because it uplifts us. Out of our vegetable bondage we are raised to vibrant
life’…AND…‘Only the students with the highest musical qualifications and aptitudes should
be encouraged to undertake the extensive training programme necessary for the teaching
of music in the traditional sense(Schafer 1973, p.3, p.7).

Small (1980) discusses the idea of putting ourselves in the hands of the musically expert,
and Campbell (1998) shows how we regard the musical elite as superhuman in ways that are
daunting and intimidating to mere mortals. Modern society has manufactured the connection
between the higher skills of music and the higher feelings inherent in music, a connection that is
only possible because we believe that music is non-essential, which is also exactly why such a
connection is unnecessary.
The increasing focus on packaged, polished music, rather than in the social making of music
has led, as. Sloboda (1999, p.459) points out, to:
…a significant reduction (in comparison to many earlier periods) of the societal scaffolding
that allowed people to progressively occupy intermediate rungs on a ladder of skill
progression…

He goes on to say:
Thus there is a widening gap between everyday contexts in which people operate as
novices and those in which they can come to operate as experts.

Various writers point to the power of 'the academy' and institutions at all educational levels
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for the disenfranchisement of the average musical citizen (Frith, 1996; Sloboda, 1999; Ross, 1995),
even well into a decade that saw more open attitudes towards types of music and approaches
offered in school music. As Ross suggests, it is possible that changes in the way music education is
approached does not influence the central, often unexamined tenets on which it is based.
Daniel (2001, p.218) notes another point related to the ‘expert’ problem:
Another considerable problem in tertiary music education is the reliance of the student on
the teacher, as musical guru or “as the gatekeeper of knowledge of the fount of wisdom
(Betty 1997: 137)”.

We see, again, the relationship between musical knowledge and magic or religious awe.
With regard to music education it is the music that is usually regarded as the critical
knowledge, rather than the education. The parallel discourse around the questions of ‘specialist or
generalist?’ in the primary school and ‘artist or teacher?’ in general have continued unabated in
music education over many years. With the importance given to the idea of music expertise, it will
hardly be regarded as surprising that there appears to be far more comment and research into
turning teachers into adequate musicians than there is the reverse. Some writers, however, do
discuss the problems inherent in the ‘master-craftsman/apprentice’ model, although still with
some mixed messages. For example, one article while making the point that the most able, gifted
practitioners – or “Artists” – are not always the best at communicating with and inspiring others’
adds that, when it comes to teaching music, there is need ‘for equally high standards of excellence
in the understanding of a subject and its professional application’ (Stephens 1995, p. 3, p.5).
Here is another paradox in music education. On the one hand, as we have already seen,
‘there has been a strong trend towards professional specialization of musicians’ so that ‘experts’
may do only one thing in public (Lehmann 1998, p.420). On the other hand some writers believe
that ‘becoming the best performer, improviser, listener and composer possible is vital for good
music teaching’ (Webster 1999, p.179). Given the lingering perception that in music especially,
those that can’t do, teach, the music teacher is now required to be an expert in all fields of music.
Indeed, in primary school, it is the classroom teacher that is presumably supposed to be so
endowed. We still focus on what is required to turn a normal teacher into a specialist, rather than
consider the whole issue of music from a different perspective.
A related problem is the degree to which potential music educators identify as performers
because they are socialised to see such a role as higher in status. In failing to maintain their
identity as performers, individuals may think in terms of only becoming teachers which, as
Woodford points out ‘is hardly a solid foundation for the development of a music teacher identity
and successful teaching career’ (Woodford 2002, p.683). One can only speculate on the effect on
prospective students.
If music majors have difficulties with identifying positively as music teachers, this difficulty
may be compounded for primary teachers in general. Richards (1999, p.6) points to studies that
raise lack of confidence as ‘a major obstacle to teaching the arts (Cleave & Sharp, 1986), including
music, in primary schools (Mills, 1989).’ She continues:
A number of reasons have been advanced to explain why teachers lack the confidence to
comfortably teach these subjects. These reasons reflect the teachers' own student
background of music experiences and their pre-service training (Botsman, 1985; Cleave &
Sharp, 1986). If pre-service teachers have enjoyed positive music experiences as students
and have become musically literate, there is evidence that these teachers enter their
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music training with a higher degree of confidence in their ability to teach music than do
their colleagues (Gifford, 1993; Mills, 1989). A very different scenario exists for pre-service
teachers who enter teacher education with no formal music training or who have had
negative music experiences in their student background (Russell-Bowie, 1988). Pre-service
teachers with no formal training may overestimate the level of skill and knowledge needed
to teach music to young children (Jeanneret, 1995; Russell-Bowie, 1988). Their lack of
formal music training may also result in a lack of confidence in their ability to learn music
skills that would improve their own musicality (Gifford, 1993). Negative experiences in the
student background of pre-service teachers also contribute to their fear of failure in their
music teacher education courses (Russell-Bowie, 1988).

In a culture that is focussing on the expert’s ability and, in particular, the performer’s ability,
it is little wonder that general teachers, not to mention music teachers, may not develop
confidence or positive attitudes about teaching music.

3. Development of the Research Paradigm
Since the Canberra School of Music was absorbed into the Australian National University
over fifteen years ago, the Music Education Program has faced a double challenge. On the one
hand, its principal source of funding over 25 years has been the ACT Government, funding which
has always been allocated for substantive and innovate practice that is fed directly back to its
principal users: teachers at the coal face. At the same time the ANU has a federally funded
mandate as the premier, national research-intensive university in Australia. The Program has
always represented a good 'fit' in terms of the general outreach agenda of the ANU, which
emphasised its place in its local community, but a less comfortable fit in terms of the national and
international research agenda.
One advantage of its local funding model was that funding was not tied to specific
outcomes, either in practice or in research terms. As long as the Program could demonstrate
significant and sustained impact on the ACT community, its funding has been assured. The Program
can claim, therefore, to be truly longitudinal and experimental.
The anomaly in the Music Education Program's situation is analogous with a problem
identified in both education and music education literature. On the one hand, there is a plethora of
music-related magazines that give practical advice and 'clinics' to teachers, often based on many
years teaching experience, or from high profile performers who also teach. Written advice of this
sort is augmented by workshops and professional development that also seek to help teachers
manage everyday classroom practice. On the other hand, there is the 'academic literature' that
creates what some see as a theory/practice divide (Henry, 2001; Young et al, 2003; Goodfellow,
2005), which is maintained by 'well-organised barriers such as those between the people
concerned, between school teachers and university academics' (Tripp, 1993, p. 146). Reimer
himself commented on this disassociation (Webster, 1999) as do other writers (Young et al, 2003,
Warren, 2001). Goodfellow (2005), for example, noted in the field of early childhood that there
was a 'lack of familiarity of participants with research processes and methodologies and
uncertainty about how to translate research findings into everyday practices (McCrystal, 2000)'.
When it comes to music education, then, many teachers may face two divides:
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the divide between the classroom teacher and the colleague who is either qualified or
identifies as a music specialist or who is deemed to have some specialist music
knowledge; and



the divide between the classroom teacher and the academic research which studies,
analyses and comments on the practice of the teacher.

Indeed in Australia in recent years we have seen the re-ignition of the debate regarding
specialists and generalists for music in schools, following on from a 2005 review of school music
education (Seares, 2005). As a provider of support and skill development for school teachers, the
Music Education Program is increasingly called upon to provide answers for the problems teachers
perceive arising out of the many recommendations of the review and the developing National
Curriculum for the Arts.
It is within this context that the Music Education Program is developing its framework with
its concept of the 'middle ground' (see Fig 1, below). Within the 'middle ground' participants in the
Music Education Program can participate in and interpret its theory and practice in a range of
ways. Just as the Program has not been constrained by the normal 'rules' of the school education
system or the tertiary education system, participants are not constrained to fit into any particular
model of practice or research. The 'middle ground' sits in the middle of two overlapping systems
that tend to lock out the generalist teacher as well as the community at large: the ‘specialist’
system for music education and the academic environment from which teachers may feel
excluded. The ‘middle ground’ provides a different way in to these areas for those who feel locked
out or intimidated, and also provides a different sense of ‘place’ for the specialist or academic to
consider their relationship both with music making and with those outside of their particular field.

Fig 1: The
Middle
Ground:

MEP ‘MIDDLE GROUND’

Specialist Music
Educator

Academic

Generalist
Educator

Community

The basic modus operandi of the Music Education Program is the collection of feedback – a
simple, non-threatening ‘label’ that contains multiple interpretations. The concept of feedback
relates to some of the key elements in the Music Education Program approach:
•
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just as each individual can be both music-maker and music facilitator, so each individual,
whatever the age of skill level, can offer feedback, collect feedback or accept feedback;

•
•

•
•

feedback functions as one of the definitions of ‘choice’ for each participant – formal
mechanisms for feedback are accompanied by a general ‘atmosphere of choice’ that allows
on-going comment and discussion;
there is no judgement attached to the feedback i.e. choice, of any individual. Since there is
no emphasis on particular skill development or assessment, there is no need to influence or
mediate the feedback of any individual. With no particular agenda coming from the
authority figures, be they generalist teachers (for children) or experts everyone can feel
free to voice personal opinions;
feedback TO individuals is based around the social/altruistic purpose of the program – that
is, the intent. No individual needs to feel judged for his/her musical contribution.
Feedback is circular: everyone is in a position to offer feedback to everyone else, and
continuous: everyone is constantly in a position to offer and receive feedback as is required
or requested.

Individual choice is mediated through different types of feedback as described above. In the
first instance, individual choice is solicited in order to respond practically to participants and
develop each musical situation/program/concert in a way that takes account of participants’ needs
and ideas. In research terms, feedback is conceptualised in ways that have validity across the entire
spectrum of participants, which includes individuals of all ages and skill levels. The feedback model
lends itself to qualitative research outcomes. However there are a range of ways in which the
Music Education Program is also developing a quantitative platform. Feedback is always designed
to influence practice but may also contribute to theoretical program development and academic
research. Examples of how these mechanisms work in practice are given below.

a. The power of the story
For teachers, whether generalists or specialists it is often the story that matters most. As
Abrahamson (1998) notes:
Storytelling is the foundation of the teaching profession. "Great teachers, from Homer and
Plato, through Jesus, Li Po, and Gandhi have used stories, myths, parables, and personal
history to instruct, to illustrate, and to guide the thinking of their students" (Zabel, 1991, p.
32).

The stories teachers tell often start with their own feelings of alienation from a musical life
and the way in which this alienation occurred in childhood, generally through a particular incident
that is burned into memory (a child being asked, in various ways, not to sing, being a prime
example.) Through Music Education Program classes in Professional Development the teacher's
own story begins to change and affects her musical behavior, thus impacting upon the behavior of
her students, who become partners in developing a new musical environment. Stories then arise
through the interactions of teacher and student; or between students with those outside the
school gate, giving rise to further stories told by the students themselves.
Stories can be used just as such in the Music Education Program: as what Abrahamson,
above, calls a 'pedagogical tool.' However, they can also be formalized into what Tripp (1994)
conceptualized as “critical incidents” that can serve a range of functions within the Music
Education Program middle ground. Thomas (1995) describes critical incidents
like vignettes, [that] concentrate upon episodes and especially those which identify
specific pedagogical practices and which can be used to begin reflections upon the origins
of those practices (p.5).
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Given the focus in the Music Education Program on development of new practice directly
disseminated to teachers, the idea of critical incidents, as developed by Tripp, has particular
resonance. It also offers an answer to the theory/practice divide that is mentioned in the music
education literature (Henry, 2001; Young, 2003; Tripp, 1993).
In his model of diagnostic teaching through critical incident analysis, Tripp includes the idea
of the use of these incidents to create transformation. His approach to analysis of critical incidents
‘tends to produce an approach to classroom teaching that one might broadly term interpretative’
(p.28). He goes on the say that:
This term is to emphasise that professional judgement is based upon a scholarly analysis of our
ideas of the meaning of the incidents rather than on our experience of the incidents themselves.
The main reason for using ‘interpretation’ to make this distinction is that it indicates the
construction and choice of meaning, and it therefore appropriately carries the idea that a
transformation of experience occurs when one renders teaching practices into discourse (p.28).

Interpretation is necessary because ‘there is never a single way to categorise an incident,
action or situation’ (p.30). Collected incidents are used here not to ‘prove’ the efficacy of the
different approach but to both show how ‘normal’ situations may be viewed through the different
lens provided by the Music Education Program and how that different lens provides alternative
ways of seeing and acting.
The Music Education Program is a natural home for the concept of transformative learning
since its simple philosophy reveals, as we have noted above, a range of contradictions within music
education. Veronica Marsick (1998) makes two points regarding transformative learning which are
relevant to this discussion. She says that ‘Uncovering strongly held assumptions, beliefs, and values
that shape action may be difficult and painful, but also powerfully catalytic’. She goes on to make
the following assertion about transformative learning:
To model and enable the transformative learning necessary for the world that today's
students will encounter, teachers have to undergo such learning themselves...Professional
development that supports transformative learning has to challenge teachers to examine
deeply held beliefs and assumptions, while it simultaneously provides support so that
they can manage feelings of incompetence and vulnerability.

Since the Music Education Program works with both specialists and generalists, these
'deeply held beliefs' can be in stark contrast to one another, depending on the individual. The
specialist, for example, may struggle with the implications of a program that does not prioritise
skill development or, indeed, the opinion of the teacher in terms of either materials or the training
of the student. The generalist often struggles with her own conviction regarding her lack of basic
ability even to engage with music at all.
Jorgensen (2003) discusses the idea of transformation specifically in the case of music
education. She believes that ‘transformation needs to be conceived in institutional as well as
individual terms’, and that the ‘change agent’ must ‘swim against the tide’ of entrenched beliefs
and practices (p.10). At the same time,
To challenge…[the]…system, whether the assumptions that underlie it or the beliefs and
practices that characterize it, constitutes a threat to those within and without it…many
resist change, especially fundamental change…they may be content with tinkering on the
margins, but they oppose its basic change or transformation because they don’t want to
risk being or feeling worse off than they are presently (p. 40).
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The concept of the critical incident is helpful for the Music Education Program because,
while it has developed through Tripp's work into a formal research construction, it is also a flexible
and malleable concept that is both useful and non-threatening to teachers. The degree to which
the critical incident can be formalised or used purely in a practical, descriptive sense, allows for a
range of users to personalise and professionalise their contact with the Music Education Program
in the way that suits each person best. Some examples of uses of the critical incident follow.
From incident to development of practice
The stories that teachers relate when applying the Music Education Program theory in
practice often influence the development of that practice. For example, the concept of outreach
can be intimidating for some teachers, particularly if they feel insecure from the musical point of
view. Some teachers also express concern about their own feelings in relation to visiting high-care
institutions and are reluctant to do so at first. Two teachers developed different solutions to this
problem which are now used extensively in the program. One teacher began outreach between
classes at her school using the common ‘buddy’ principle where an older and a younger class are
paired for a year. Outreach occurred in both directions, with the younger children helping the older
to become less inhibited about singing and the older helping the younger to learn more complex
repertoire. The success of the first encounter between classes was reported to the Music
Education Program and passed on to other teachers. Internal outreach within a school, or
between classes at different schools, has become a common phenomenon in the program.
Another teacher decided to ‘practice’ the idea of senior outreach through inviting
grandparents and grand ‘friends’ into the school for singing and morning tea. The initial incident
was documented via information sent to parents and a written description of the first event by the
teacher which was then shared with other teachers through the Music Education Program
network. Grandparent mornings have become another regular feature of the program. Since some
schools already offer such opportunities for parents without the inclusion of shared singing, it is a
small step to adapt these sessions to include the musical element.
This latter initial incident not only led to more examples of the same idea, but also resulted
in two programs funded via the Department of Disability, Housing and Community Services of the
ACT Government. Active seniors were engaged via various social clubs in the territory. Senior
engagement included children and teenagers assisting in singing sessions shared with the seniors
during regular social meeting times, as well as some seniors volunteering to support teachers with
their singing in schools. Seniors also became involved in community singing groups built around
the Music Education Program outreach concerts.
In these descriptions above, generalists describe their practice in a way that immediately
feeds back into practice for themselves and other teachers, be they specialists or generalists, and,
through initiatives like the seniors project, affect the wider community.
From incident to formalised research
Since the inception of the outreach concept at the School of Music, there have been ongoing stories told about the effect on both at-risk students and special education students. As a
result of these stories, one graduate researcher developed two projects as part of her thesis on
Music Education Program community engagement, one with a group of teenage at-risk students
and another with young students with multiple disabilities. These projects were reported as indepth case studies in her final dissertation. Several papers were extracted from this work that was
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designed for dissemination amongst practitioners, thus providing a route from story to formalised
research to professional development support.
The principal developer of the Music Education Program developed her thesis around the
idea of critical incidents that were collected and annotated over a four year period. These incidents
were used to illuminate and reflect on practice through a process of discussion and development
with many teachers involved in the program. Incidents were described and analysed in
consultation with other practitioners and observers.
One teacher experienced in the Music Education Program approach moved to a small
regional school that combined a large Indigenous population with Navy personnel. With the help
of Music Education Program staff, she initiated a community singing session led by the children at
the school, who had been briefed in the Music Education Program approach. The session was
documented by various teachers at the school and led to written and verbal reports, including to
the local radio station. This initiative resulted in several documented variations including an
outreach at the site of the Indigenous community, an outreach on the naval base involving both
navel personnel and community members, an outreach to a local nursing home, and a schoolbased community singing and social occasion. Outcomes include filmed sequences used for
teacher education and a paper suitable for both academic and community audiences.
In these examples, practice within the Music Education Program middle ground, from both
generalist, specialist academic and research student, fed into the academic paradigm in a way that
still provided theoretical and practical development of the program for use in the field.
Formal research to practice
In some cases, the development through the Music Education Program begins on the
academic side, but with due reference to other parts of the middle ground. A formal research
project was initiated with a group of high school students to collect their opinions on suitable
repertoire and attitudes towards outreach. This project resulted in data contributing to several
academic outcomes but also resulted in a short film which has become part of teaching materials
for the Program. Perhaps most importantly, it also gave rise to a student-led initiative to encourage
male engagement in singing and outreach. One of the few boys then involved in the program spoke
of his desire to encourage more engagement from younger boys. With some organisational
assistance from the Music Education Program team, his idea resulted in the development of crossschool singing sessions and joint outreach visits. The initiative resulted in the inclusion of a male
teacher at the involved High School and numbers of male teenager participants peaked at around
60 (some 20% of males in the school). Before attending a joint outreach visit, boys from three
schools, two primary schools and the High School, engaged in a joint boys' singing session. The
session also involved discussion and feedback from the boys which formed part of the research
data. Feedback included the fact that the boys felt comfortable having singing sessions that did not
involve girls because they felt embarrassed about their voices in front of the girls and/or were
teased about their singing. The idea of some segregated singing was suggested to teachers as a
possible way of helping older boys who had difficulty with the idea of singing. The girls, in turn,
reacted to the boys' singing group in different ways. At the High School level, some girls asked for
equity and a girls' group was also established (as well as still providing opportunities for combined
singing). At the primary school level, some girls felt that the boys' group had assisted the boys'
confidence to the extent that the girls were now feeling somewhat intimidated and overwhelmed
when singing together with the boys. The teacher suggested some individual girls' singing sessions,
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which redressed the confidence balance. This idea of a mixed model including some segregated
singing has been used more widely on the basis of these reported experiences, which are still
shared with teachers, particularly in relation to helping older primary and secondary school boys to
engage.

b. Multiple surveys, multiple uses
Another form of feedback which is easy to apply and capable of multiple uses is the survey.
Since the Music Education Program operates across a large canvas in the Australian Capital
Territory (ACT) affecting upwards of 15,000 children in any one year, as well as hundreds of
teachers and members of the public, it has a wide population on which to call for input. As with
the examples given above, surveys may be designed to affect practice directly but can also
contribute to academic research, and vice versa. By showing teachers simple, straightforward ways
to use a survey feedback mechanism with students, the Music Education Program provides them
with doorways into more formal research possibilities.
Following are some examples of the multiple ways in which surveys have been
administered and used.
Development of repertoire
Given the paramount importance of individual choice in the Music Education Program,
discussion of repertoire and surveying of student choice has been a central element of the Music
Education Program feedback mechanism since 1998. This long-term practice-led study has resulted
in a number of practical developments, most notably the development of the Seventy Over Seven
Base-line series. This set of 8 song books comprises sets of ten songs for each year of primary
school – Kindergarten to Year 6 – and one whole-school set of songs drawn from the set of
seventy. The songs have been chosen by multiple groups of students and organised according to
the year levels where the songs were most popular. The set of songs is conceived as a 'base-line'
for music engagement in schools across the territory. It is not compulsory, but provides a starting
point for a teacher unsure about repertoire, or unsure about his ability to make music with
students.
On-going research into repertoire continues, both through introduction of new repertoire
for students to assess and through continued assessment of the 70/7 series by new groups of
children and new teachers. Repertoire development and the methods used to elicit student input
provide for the practical development of the program, offer concrete musical advice to specialists,
and contribute to the academic research base. Repertoire development covers the entire middle
ground by also contributing to community cohesion, providing a shared repertoire between
schools, amongst senior citizens and amongst the broader community who participate in the
Program via school and after-hours activities.
Formal research projects also tap into this repertoire development. For example, the
project noted above based on the activities and ideas of a high school cohort, included discussion
about repertoire. Both observational evidence and discussion by the students indicated that
adolescents appreciate the opportunity to explore repertoire that their peers might otherwise
denigrate, through the mechanism of outreach, which provides a social, extra-musical dimension
to their singing.
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Development of curriculum
The Music Education Program promotes a model that is not based on sequential learning
practices often championed in music education; neither does it prioritise skill development or
assessment of particular music literacy outcomes. Yet, in-the-field practice by Music Education
Program trained teachers has resulted in the development of a three-tier curriculum that
represents the theory and practice of the program, and which can be mapped onto different
formal curriculum requirements in different educational jurisdictions. The three tiers of the
curriculum represent the important elements of the Music Education Program model: the Social,
where the Program begins with the concept of outreach and engagement; the Musical,
representing those skills that develop naturally as part of the Social approach; and Literacy,
representing the written and theoretical elements of music. This latter tier is the one of most
interest to music specialists, who often find it difficult to translate the Music Education Program
into practice that relates to their understanding of how music should function in the education
system.
The development of the Literacy tier of the curriculum is currently in progress and, as with
all development in the Music Education Program, involves close collaboration with students who
will be the focus of the curriculum. Students are surveyed on all activities, and provide feedback
via class discussion and a suggestion box. Individual preference is also included via the
presentation of activities with up to four levels of potential engagement for students. Suggestions
made by students are listed and added to class activities to be assessed by all participants along
with teacher-offered activities. When a draft is produced of the Literacy tier, it will be trialled, as is
currently the case with the Social and Musical tiers. Teachers themselves will provide advice to the
Music Education Program and to each other on modes of assessment that take account of
development while maintaining the Music Education Program approach.
Exit surveys from training courses
Since 2000, the Music Education Program has collected information from teachers who
complete training courses. An analysis of open-ended questions in the survey shows that over 60%
of trainees point to the increase in confidence as the most important outcome of the Program.
Lack of confidence in musical ability has been shown to be one problem for generalist teachers,
sometimes exacerbated by the very training designed to up-skill them (source). Exit surveys are
also used to plan future training for teachers and evaluate the success of existing courses.
Whole population surveys
The Music Education Program collects whole population surveys of classes, schools and
larger groups, providing a large data set for further analysis. For example, Music Education
Program concerts are not considered performances but outreach events that involve school
students, community members and audience in shared, interactive music making. Over the last
three years the Music Education Program has collected survey information from all concert
participants, including every student from ages 4-18 and community members from ages 4-85.
Much of this data provides a resource for use by research students and also helps with future
planning. Surveys include questions about the events but also about the popularity of song
repertoire. Song repertoire for performances are, therefore, chosen in consultation with students
and then re-evaluated after performance. In this way, the Music Education Program adds new
repertoire to its collection and is able to track differences in student opinion based on the degree
to which they are familiar with the repertoire. The interactive nature of concert experiences
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ensures that the concert itself provides both performance-like opportunities for students and a
learning experience in terms of repertoire. The Music Education Program's ‘Big Gig’ in 2010
provided a set of international public domain repertoire which is released directly to teachers with
accompanying teaching notes. In this way the Music Education Program looks out from its ‘middle
ground’ towards its community of practice, while developing its research data set.

c. Other research outcomes
Impact evaluation
The Music Education Program’s principal funding body, artsACT is most interested in data
that indicates the degree of community impact. The Music Education Program uses its ‘stories’ and
accumulated quantitative data to demonstrate its impact on a growing audience both in the ACT
and further afield. For example, one demonstration of impact shows the number of students
affected by the program each year in the ACT alone. This data is supported by individual critical
incidents that personalise the impact on individuals of various ages.
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Fig 2: Teacher and community trainees
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Figure 3: Teachers, community members trained

Professional Practice Projects

The Music Education Program provides its data and its activities as a resource for both
research students and undergraduates. Undergraduates can undertake Professional Practice
Projects within the Music Education Program that make use of, as well as contribute to, its research
base. For example, one student is developing a multi-media package based on the Music Education
Program approach for use by generalist classroom teachers, which will be the subject of a
conference paper.
Medical School community research

A collaborative project with the ANU Medical School involved studying the impact of the
program on residents/participants in a local nursing home. The medical students developed an
instrument for assessing the effect on residents which included resident input and staff reporting.
Development of multi-discipline research project based on practice

The Music Education Program is now developing a multi-discipline research project with
colleagues at various institutions in the ACT and further afield. The aim is to study a large-scale
initiative developed by the Music Education Program for the centenary of Canberra’s birthday in
2013. The initiative, called 'E100 in C100', is designed to create opportunities for 100%
engagement in music making for Canberra’s 100th year, in collaboration with other music
organisations in the region. The research project builds on the Music Education Program’s own
research base but also includes input from social psychologists who will be looking in particular at
the relationship between the Music Education Program’s engagement paradigm and indicators of
social and group well-being.
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It is only a program like the Music Education Program, which is not bound by any particular
set of rules, that can seek to support music making on such a broad scale. This large-scale practical
and research project aims to involve the entire population of the Australian Capital Territory in
music engagement, involving participants who come from various corners of the diagram (above)
to meet in the 'middle ground'.
Fig 4: The Virtuosic Mountain: From Mechanical Foundation to Artistic Triumph (Moor, 1918)
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